Mark your calendars for a Tuesday night nutritional power seminar in
South Jordan!
(Coming soon to St. George, UT)
In preparation for my upcoming book I have been engrossed in
an incredible amount of research. My research is on a number of
health topics but one in particular section has been to find an
outstanding nutritional supplement. Not just another of the
countless mediocre, over-priced, currently available but a truly
AMAZING supplement!
It has been a difficult journey of discovery.
As a country and a culture, we are bombarded with “would be...could be…should
be,” good for you pills and potions. Don’t get me wrong, there are some great
products out there, however, there are a number of poorly produced, poorly
researched products that are well marketed. This leaves people confused and
often mislead.
In my research, my criteria were simple, yet hard to find:


A product created by a Reputable,



Outstanding product Research.



Financially Sound Company.



Laboratory studies done to the cellular and DNA level.



Documented human trial studies.



Patents on research and findings.



Shown to benefit with no adverse side-effects.

Guarantee


A 100% money back guarantee. If you or I recommend this product to a
patient, friend, or loved-one, they can try the product for 90 days. If they
don’t feel an amazing change for the better, they can get 100% of their
money back!



(Let’s see Tylenol, Claritin, Viagra, or any other consumable products do
that!!)



Simple for people to take.


Not 6 or 8 “horse pills” per day.



An all-in-one product if possible thus reducing the need for people to buy
5 different bottles in an effort and get the right combination of
supplements they need.



Full spectrum of vitamins, minerals and Loaded

with Anti-Oxidants.



Designed to be a ‘super-food’ or super cell food to help humans get the
nutrients they need on a cellular level.



Designed to nourish, restore, fortify and vitalize the new cells that are
constantly replacing dying cells. (We generate 300 million new cells per
day)



Liquid Based for maximum absorption.


The Physician's Desk Reference (page 1542) shows that vitamins and
minerals in a pill form are only 10 to 20% absorbed by the body. In
contrast vitamins and minerals in liquid nutritional supplements form
are up to 98% absorbed.



A decent Price-Point.


Something most everyone can afford.



Who needs to spend $100 or more per month for an individual supply of
supplements? It is just not necessary.



Direct Shipping.


A product that I can recommend or prescribe for patients but the doctor
doesn’t have to stock on his/her shelves.



If you like it or recommend it to others, you don’t need to stock pile it
either!

1.

Well, I FINALLY FOUND WHAT I WAS LOOKING FOR!! I will be in St. George this
January ‘08 to offer a brief but informative 45 minute workshop and give out gift samples
of Univera products. I will hold TWO separate meetings.


To be announced.

1.

That is right, I will give out FREE samples of the product for you and your friends
to try at the meeting.

2.

For DOCTORS ONLY. Following the Friday night meeting there will be a Q&A
conference call with the head of product research, Stephen Cherniske RSVP is
necessary to make sure we reserve enough slots for the doctors to call in.
http://us.univera.com/story/science/Stephen-Cherniske

This powerful, wholesome, anti-oxidant packed super supplement, (I like to call
“high-octane cell fuel”) will blow your mind without breaking your pocket-book.
http://us.univera.com/story/science/Xperia-Renewal-You-Can-Feel

Join me and invite your friends,
Every other Tuesday nights in South Jordan
RSVPs are not necessary but appreciated. (801) 446-5100 Office
(801) 867-9714 Cell

